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Abstract | Over the last decade, the growth of new businesses is revitalizing the abandoned saltpans of

Aveiro by transforming former salt production sites into touristic sites, where artisanal salt production,

birdwatching, aquaculture, or other activities take place. The main goal of the study is to analyse the

innovation process conducted by private initiatives considering the role of the University of Aveiro. Thus,

an exploratory study is conducted using semi-structured interviews with owners/managers of tourism

companies on saltpans as well as with University of Aveiro sta�. The data collected is examined through

a content analysis using the software NVivo 12. The main �ndings show that tourism supports distinctive

uses for saltpans, for instance, aquaculture, recreational activities, accommodation, or the creation of a

bathing area. Also, the collaboration between tourism companies on saltpans and other organisations

seems to be weak and, particularly, with academia is limited to student's internships, �eldwork, and

training courses. However, companies and academia agree that both would bene�t from more regular

interactions, which could be achieved through other knowledge transference channels.
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Resumo | Na última década, o desenvolvimento de novos negócios tem revitalizado algumas das salinas

de Aveiro, transformando esses espaços em locais turísticos onde se realizam atividades como a salicul-

tura, a observação de aves, a aquacultura, entre outras. Este estudo exploratório tem como principal

objetivo analisar esse processo de inovação desenvolvido pela iniciativa privada, considerando o papel da

Universidade de Aveiro. Para isso, foram realizadas entrevistas com proprietários/gerentes de atividades

turísticas nas salinas e com membros da Universidade de Aveiro. Os dados recolhidos foram analisados

com recurso ao software NVivo 12. Os resultados demonstram que o turismo potenciou uma série de

novos usos para as salinas, através de atividades de recreio, aquacultura, alojamento ou a criação de uma

área de banhos. Por outro lado, a colaboração entre estas empresas e outros organizações é diminuta

e, particularmente com a academia, baseia-se em estágios, disponibilização das salinas para trabalho de

campo, e atividades de formação. No entanto, os entrevistados concordam que uma maior interação

seria bené�ca para todos, o que poderia ser conseguido com recurso a outros canais de transferência de

conhecimento.

Palavras-chave | Inovação, transferência de conhecimento, academia, turismo, salinas de Aveiro

1. Introdução

In the second half of the 20th century, artisanal

salt production in Europe started a declining pro-

cess, which led to saltpans abandonment and de-

gradation. Thereafter, saltpan's values have been

threatened, namely their cultural heritage, e.g., ar-

tisanal salt production's equipments, infrastructu-

res or know-how, and their natural heritage, e.g.,

landscapes, fauna or �ora, as well as their econo-

mic value (Faganel & Trnav£evi£, 2012; Gauci et

al., 2017; Hueso & Petanidou, 2011; Hueso Korte-

kaas, 2020; Martins et al., 2020; Rodrigues et al.,

2011; Sainz-López, 2017). The artisanal salt pro-

duction by itself is no longer a pro�table economic

activity neither to keep nor to rehabilitate currently

abandoned saltpans (Rodrigues et al., 2011). Con-

sequently, the owners/managers of saltpans have

been attempting to add value to salt and salt-

based products, to conduct complementary acti-

vities to salt production, and/or to focus on other

activities supported by the tourism development

on those sites (Hueso & Petanidou, 2011; Hueso

Kortekaas, 2020; Kortekaas, 2004; Rodrigues et

al., 2011). In fact, saltpans have become multi-

functional spaces (Hueso Kortekaas, 2020), provi-

ding a wide range of resources and opportunities

for tourism development. Martins et al. (2020)

categorised the most suitable activities for tou-

rism development on saltpans, i.e., artisanal salt

production, biodiversity, aquaculture, health and

wellbeing, water sports, other recreation activities,

and accommodation.

In the city of Aveiro, Portugal, the saltpans

complex also known as Salgado de Aveiro went th-

rough this mentioned process, and the rehabilita-

tion of saltpans begun when both the local univer-

sity and the municipality council have taken part in

Ecosal Atlantis, an INTERREG project concluded

in 2013. In the scope of the project, saltpans were

transformed for touristic purposes, namely Santi-

ago da Fonte saltpan, owned by the University of

Aveiro, and Troncalhada saltpan, owned by Mu-

nicipality Council of Aveiro. Soon after, several

private initiatives have taken place on saltpans of

Aveiro by adapting them for tourism and leisure

purposes associated with artisanal salt production,

aquaculture, health and wellbeing or other recrea-

tional activities (Martins et al., 2020).

The purpose of this research is to outline the
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tourism innovation process on new companies in

saltpans of Aveiro, to understand how those new

companies collaborate and to describe their inte-

ractions with the University of Aveiro, aiming to

explore the role of academia in the innovation pro-

cess. It addressed a lack of research concerning the

innovation process in tourism, particularly, a need

for a more detailed examination of di�erent ty-

pes of innovation and the link between innovation

and knowledge transference (Hardy et al., 2018;

Hjalager, 2010; Shaw & Williams, 2009). In ad-

dition, this study can give insights into the most

e�ective way of generating awareness and engage-

ment opportunities for academic researchers (Wal-

ters & Ruhanen, 2019), and the di�usion of aca-

demic knowledge among private companies (Hja-

lager, 2010).

Thus, this paper is divided into four sections.

At �rst, a literature review addresses the concept

of innovation and the interactions between acade-

mia and the tourism industry in knowledge produc-

tion and dissemination processes. Second, in the

methodology section is presented the study area,

the Salgado de Aveiro, followed by the applied

methods of data collection and analysis. Third,

the results from the interviews are presented and

discussed. Finally, the last section identi�es the

main conclusions, limitations, and future research

paths.

2. Literature review

The concept of innovation has been studied

over time and across di�erent disciplines providing

di�erent views, although Joseph Schumpeter un-

derstanding of innovation is often used in tourism

literature (Brandão & Costa, 2012; Hjalager, 1997;

Pikkemaat et al., 2018). As explained by Brandão

and Costa (2012), Schumpeter viewed innovation

as � [. . . ] the setting up of a new production, co-

vering new commodities as well as new forms of

organisation.� and �[. . . ] the carrying out of new

combinations [. . . ] (p. 649)�. In the tourism in-

dustry, innovation is a knowledge-intense process

(Rodriguez-Sanchez et al., 2019), and it is deter-

mined by many drivers, for instance, relationship-

level characteristics, network structure, touristic

market, information technology, funding, instituti-

onal factors, or �rm size, among others (Czernek-

Marszaªek, 2020; Divisekera & Nguyen, 2018; Liu

& Nijkamp, 2019; Verreynne et al., 2019). Mo-

reover, Hjalager (2010) described the main cate-

gories of innovation in the tourism �eld, namely

Product or service, Process, Managerial, Manage-

ment, and Institutional. Andrianto et al. (2021)

propose a business model innovation process, the

5i: (1) identi�cation, (2) ideation, (3) integration,

(4) implementation, and (5) improvement in every

stage. Besides, Williams et al. (2021) analysed the

inherent risks and uncertainties during the innova-

tion process in tourism, and Pan�luk (2021) identi-

�ed categories of innovations implemented by tou-

rism enterprises with division by industry branches

in Poland.

The process of innovation has been explained

by conceptual models of innovation systems, such

as the Regional Innovation System (RIS) (Cooke,

Uranga and Etxebarria, 1997) and the Triple He-

lix (Leydesdor� and Etzkowitz, 1996). Conside-

ring the particular case of tourism destinations

and based on the conceptualisation of RIS, Bran-

dão and Costa (2012) proposed the Regional Tou-

rism Innovation System. The model presents two

main groups of actors who constitute the tou-

rism network, namely tourism �rms and non-�rms'

organisations, which includes knowledge produ-

cers, business associations, and public authorities,

among others. Also, the model illustrates the con-

text of innovation within the destination, which is

de�ned by its speci�c conditions, as well as iden-

ti�es the processes of knowledge creation, kno-

wledge sharing and collective learning within the

network. Accordingly, the role of knowledge in-

frastructures, namely higher education institutes
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and research centres, is to produce scienti�c kno-

wledge and to share it in a way that is understan-

dable for the community, eventually leading to in-

novation (Brandão & Costa, 2012). On the other

hand, formal research and development (R&D) ac-

tivities are mostly developed by large �rms, and

Small and Medium sized Enterprises (SMEs) tend

to not participate in R&D activities with higher

education institutes (HEI), instead, they develop

research informally and based on internal sources

(Booyens & Rogerson, 2017; Lopes et al., 2021).

Thus, Lopes et al. (2021) suggested the `Triple

Helix in Tourism Context' model, in which regi-

onal governments act as a mediator to converge

SMEs and HEIs. By analysing the tourism inno-

vation networks in a RIS, South Tyrol in Italy, Ko-

�er, Marcher, Volgger, & Pechlaner (2018) identi-

�ed that companies tend to collaborate at a des-

tination level and to establish cross-sectoral ties.

Also, it is suggested that innovation in tourism co-

mes from other sectors and that the tourism sector

is limited in terms of innovativeness and shows a

high degree of imitation within a destination (Ko-

�er et al., 2018). Likewise, other studies men-

tioned the importance of sectors from outside of

tourism for tourism innovation (Booyens & Roger-

son, 2017; Rodriguez-Sanchez et al., 2019). Ac-

cording to Brandão et al. (2018), � [. . . ] tourism

destinations characterised by diversi�ed networks,

i.e. networks comprising actors from di�erent ge-

ographical locations and with distinct typologies,

are in a better position to achieve a higher inno-

vation performance [. . . ]� (p. 33). By doing so,

they can capture new knowledge, which is vital

for innovation, and prevent a locked-in scenario.

Nevertheless, the networks at destinations support

the knowledge transference in tourism, a type of

knowledge mainly tacit and sticky (Shaw & Wil-

liams, 2009), particularly the formal network lin-

kages which are valuable for innovation purposes

(Booyens & Rogerson, 2017).

Cooper (2006), based on Rogers (1995), stated

that the process of knowledge transference repre-

sents the communication of innovation or a new

idea among the members of a social system. In the

literature, there are several studies on knowledge

transference in tourism, which analyse di�erent

stakeholders, e.g., Destination management orga-

nisations (DMOs), academia, or �rms, at di�erent

scales, from local to international scale (Booyens &

Rogerson, 2017; Brandão, Costa, Breda, & Costa,

2020; Carson, Carson, & Hodge, 2014; Duxbury

et al., 2020; Kim & Shim, 2018; Liu, 2018; Lopes

et al., 2021; Makkonen, Williams, Weidenfeld, &

Kaisto, 2018; Pikkemaat, Peters, & Chan, 2018;

Raisi et al., 2020; Sanz-Ibáñez, Lozano, & An-

ton Clavé, 2019; Valeri & Baggio, 2021; Weiden-

feld, Williams, & Butler, 2010; Werner, Dickson,

& Hyde, 2015; Zach & Hill, 2017). Nevertheless,

Cooper (2006) identi�ed issues of knowledge ma-

nagement in tourism, particularly related to the

interaction between academia and industry, e.g.,

di�erences in cultures of researchers and practi-

tioners, the past failure of researchers to engage

in knowledge codi�cation or the barriers to trans-

ferring research to operational adopters. In fact,

poor linkages are related to speci�c characteristics

of tourism, such as the dominance of family-owned

SME's, where tacit knowledge prevails and people

are reluctant to share their knowledge in actions

of cooperation; high fragmentation across a variety

of activities, based on companies' sizes, structures,

needs, etc.; and the nature of tourism employment,

e.g. jobs seasonal character or the low quali�ca-

tions of employees (Brandão et al., 2020; Cooper,

2006; Czernek, 2017; Hjalager, 2002; Lopes et al.,

2021; Williams et al., 2021). Additionally, acade-

mic knowledge is occasionally viewed by tourism

�rms as �[. . . ] tangential, unnecessarily complex

and communicated in a manner that is inaccessi-

ble. (Thomas, 2012, p. 559)�, and there is an

unawareness of its potential (Elnasr Sobaih & Jo-

nes, 2015). On the other hand, Thomas and Or-

merod (2017) mentioned the use of social media

and networks with the tourism industry to incre-

ase the non-academic impact of tourism acade-
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mics. Furthermore, Walters and Ruhanen (2019)

suggested that � [. . . ] if academics want to bet-

ter engage with industry for research collaboration

purposes and impact, it is crucial that they posi-

tion their research agendas in accordance with the

needs, usage and bene�ts sought by industry� (p.

11).

Concerning the knowledge transference chan-

nels, Cohen et al. (2002) identi�ed the main chan-

nels of communication used by universities regar-

ding industrial R&D, i.e., published papers and re-

ports, public conferences and meetings, informal

information exchange, and consulting. Besides,

by analysing the knowledge transfer activities in

UK academia, D'Este and Patel (2007) unders-

tood that interactions are more likely to happen

by channels such as the Creation of new physical

facilities, Consultancy and contract research, Joint

research, Training, or Meetings and conferences,

than by patenting or spin-out activities.

3. Methodology

Salgado de Aveiro is a complex of saltpans in

the region of Aveiro, in Portugal, and it is located

inside the Aveiro lagoon, an area also known as Ria

de Aveiro, which has a status of Special Protec-

tion Area and Site of Community Importance, res-

pectively under Wild Birds and Habitat Directives

of Nature 2000 network. Since the middle of the

20th century, a declining process of artisanal salt

production has reduced the number of active salt-

pans, leading to saltpan's abandonment. Recently,

new public and private initiatives were developed

relying on tourism and leisure activities (Figure 1)

as a core business or a complementary activity and

o�ering a diversity of products/services. This pro-

cess emerged with the participation in the Ecosal

Atlantis project of Troncalhada saltpan, owned by

the Municipality council of Aveiro, and Santiago da

Fonte saltpan, owned by the University of Aveiro,

but currently there are also private initiatives, i.e.,

Cale do Oiro, Ilha dos Puxadoiros, Noeirinha and

Ostraveiro (Martins et al., 2020).

Figure 1 | Tourism activities in Salgado de Aveiro, Portugal
Source: Own elaboration
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This research applies a qualitative approach

to understand the tourism innovation process in

saltpans of Aveiro and how those private compa-

nies collaborate with other stakeholders, particu-

larly with academia. Data collection was made th-

rough semi-structured interviews, which were held

with owners or managers of companies developing

tourism activities in saltpans of Aveiro, which were

identi�ed by Martins et al. (2020), i.e. Cale do

Oiro, Ilha dos Puxadoiros, Noeirinha and Ostra-

veiro. Contacts were established by email or te-

lephone using information available on their web-

sites and Facebook pages. Only two companies

showed interest in collaborating on this research,

consequently, two semi-structured interviews were

done in July of 2020. One interview was held with

the owner of company A, an aquaculture produc-

tion which nowadays also develops tourism activi-

ties, and another with the manager of company B,

which transformed an abandoned saltpan aiming

the development of tourism activities. Regarding

the other two companies, after an initial contact

aiming their participation in this study, both com-

panies did not express interest in collaborating as

they did not proceed with the dialogue to schedule

the interviews.

The interviews focused on four di�erent topics,

such as the company's description, tourism inno-

vations, cooperation with other actors, and inte-

ractions with the University of Aveiro (annexe 1).

Additionally, the social media, particularly websi-

tes and Facebook pages, of those companies were

consulted to con�rm and complement the data

collected during the interviews. The tourism in-

novations identi�ed on interviews and social me-

dia analyses were categorised according to the �ve

types of tourism innovations by Hjalager (2010),

i.e., Product or service, Process, Managerial, Ma-

nagement and Institutional. Moreover, data col-

lection was complemented by interviews with sta�

from the University of Aveiro, namely a researcher

who has worked on two research projects related to

saltpans development, and one science and tech-

nology manager regarding maritime issues, which

includes our study area. Therefore, two additional

interviews were made in November and December

of 2020. Those interviews focused on interactions

of the University of Aveiro and tourism companies

operating on Salgado de Aveiro (annexe 2).

During the interviews, both guides in the anne-

xes were followed by the interviewer, which was the

research �rst author. The interviewer had experi-

ence in this task from previous research projects,

particularly interviewing saltpans owners.

All interviews were recorded and transcribed

for further analysis using content analysis software

NVivo 12. In the next section, the interviewees

are identi�ed by numbers according to the order

of the interviews: owner of company A (1), ma-

nager of company B (2), academic researcher (3)

and science and technology manager (4).

4. Results

The tourism activities in both companies star-

ted in 2017, even though one has been in aquacul-

ture production for over a decade. Besides, they

are small enterprises with, respectively, 8 and 5 em-

ployees, and they occupy in total three saltpans.

Concerning the innovation in product or ser-

vice, which is related to changes directly obser-

ved by customers and regarded as new (Hjalager,

2010), those companies have distinctive approa-

ches. The main products of one company are ar-

tisanal salt production and a bathing area, whilst

another focus on aquaculture production. The one

producing salt tells visitors the history of the pro-

duct in Aveiro and sells salt and salt-based pro-

ducts. As the interviewee mentioned: �The idea

was always to recover the salt of Aveiro which is

the basis of this project� (2). Additionally, the salt

production pond has a division �lled with hypersa-

line water where visitors can take a bath. Moreo-

ver, one saltpan is transformed into a bathing area,
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an idea of its owner to o�er tourists an alternative

to the closest beach from Aveiro, which is located

10 km away from the city centre. In another com-

pany, people can visit an aquaculture production

of oysters, clams, and other bivalves as well as to

learn their history and taste their products. Additi-

onally, visitors can go �shing by the saltpan, from

the aquaculture ponds or the Aveiro lagoon ca-

nals, take a boat tour along Aveiro lagoon canals,

and have Stand Up Paddle equipment available to

those who spend a night there. Both companies

promote cultural and recreational events and have

an accommodation o�er for visitors, the house-

boats, which is the only kind of accommodation

allowed in the Aveiro lagoon area by governmental

authorities: �We decided for the boats because we

would not get a license to install bungalows (2)�.

Similar to other salt production sites, such as

Guerande, in France, or Secovlje, in Slovenia, some

products or services in Salgado de Aveiro are based

on guided tours on saltpans, nature-based activi-

ties, and health and wellbeing experiences (Albu-

querque et al., 2015; Faganel & Trnav£evi£, 2012;

Hueso Kortekaas, 2020; Kortekaas, 2004). Also,

companies are adding value to salt through cer-

ti�cation processes, and they produce Fleur du

Sel and salt-based products (Hueso & Petanidou,

2011; Kortekaas, 2004; Rodrigues et al., 2011).

This fact may be related to a high degree of imita-

tion that drives processes of innovation and kno-

wledge transference in tourism (Ko�er et al., 2018;

Werner et al., 2015; Williams et al., 2021). Howe-

ver, there are new uses for these sites, for instance,

the connection between aquaculture and tourism

or recreational activities, the accommodation in

houseboats, and the transformation of a saltpan

in a bathing area.

The innovation in processes is linked to backs-

tage initiatives which aim at increasing companies

e�ciency and productivity, mainly through techno-

logical investments (Hjalager, 2010). During the

interviews, one company highlighted the introduc-

tion of a QR Code menu due to the safety measures

adopted in the context of COVID-19.

Managerial innovation deals with new ways of

organising internal collaboration, such as empowe-

ring sta� or rewarding work with pay and bene�ts

(Hjalager, 2010). One company mentioned em-

ployees training to perform guided tours on the

saltpan and another underlined employees' willing-

ness to participate in training courses. These �n-

dings are in accordance with the literature concer-

ning the characteristics of employees in the tou-

rism industry, particularly the lack of quali�cation

and training (Brandão et al., 2020; Czernek, 2017;

Hjalager, 2002).

According to Hjalager (2010), management

innovations are associated with the introduction

of new marketing concepts on those companies,

which in those cases are essentially the usage of

social media, i.e., Facebook, Instagram, and com-

pany's websites, as tools to interact with costu-

mers and potential customers, and to manage bo-

okings. Nevertheless, one company is thinking

about implementing a client card that will bene�t

regular visitors.

Finally, institutional innovation includes em-

bracing a new collaborative/organisational struc-

ture or legal framework (Hjalager, 2010). For ins-

tance, the certi�cations to ensure food security as

well as to add value to their products, such as the

biological production of Salicornia or the artisanal

salt production. Another example is the participa-

tion of one company on a formal network of people

and entities who exploit economically the Aveiro

lagoon, the Associação Laguna de Aveiro.

However, regarding the participation in the afo-

rementioned association, one mentioned that the

company is not a member, and another stated the

company is a current member, but devalued the

current role of the association: �The association

is important, but people do not understand each

other� (1). Moreover, the collaboration with other

companies is done at a local level, for instance with

shops that sell artisanal salt, local restaurants that

sell oysters, tourist guides, and tour operators. In
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addition, they suggest other products and services

to their customers in exchange for a small per-

centage of the generated revenue, e.g., on boat

trips along Aveiro urban canals. It was emphasi-

zed that those recommendations are done in order

to extend tourists stay: �If I sell a boat trip, I get

a percentage, however that is not the goal. The

goal is to please the customer who visits us and

spends money here. Now, the customer is going

to another business and is going to stay longer in

the city� (1).

These �ndings are following the literature re-

garding the intraregional characteristic of collabo-

ration in the tourism industry as well as the wil-

lingness for SMEs to transfer knowledge and to

cooperate between them (Brandão & Costa, 2012;

Brandão et al., 2020; Carson et al., 2014; Cooper,

2006; Czernek, 2017; Ko�er et al., 2018; Pikke-

maat et al., 2018; Werner et al., 2015).

It is known the importance of public authorities

for successful processes of knowledge transference

and tourism innovation (Brandão et al., 2020; Pik-

kemaat et al., 2018; Sanz-Ibáñez et al., 2019; Wer-

ner et al., 2015). However, during the interviews,

companies mentioned distinct aspects of their col-

laboration with local authorities. One just referred

to a partnership for a local cultural event, while

another mentioned the organisation of marketing

and tourism workshops and the di�culties faced in

an early stage to get the project approval at the

local and regional level due to requisites related to

Ria de Aveiro status under Nature 2000 network.

The researcher interviewee started by descri-

bing the research projects involving the University

of Aveiro and the rehabilitation and development

of saltpans, such as Sal do Atlântico (2004 �

2007) and Ecosal Atlantis (2010 � 2013). Both

projects focused on saltpans development and

involved various stakeholders, such as salt pro-

duction sites, municipality councils, museums, or

universities, among others, from di�erent coun-

tries, i.e., France, Spain, Portugal, and United

Kingdom. The main goal of Sal do Atlântico was

to identify potential uses for former artisanal salt

production sites. On the other hand, Ecosal Atlan-

tis promoted the rehabilitation and the touristic

development of saltpans.

In both projects initial and �nal conferences

were held, however, the impact of conferences on

local communities seems to be insigni�cant: �Both

projects included an initial and �nal conference,

but maybe that is not the proper dynamic� (3).

Additionally, during the project, several activities

were promoted, such as the reconstruction of ty-

pical warehouses from Aveiro, which were adapted

for birdwatching, and the building of a boardwalk,

all in Santiago da Fonte saltpan. The saltpan

functioned as a pilot area for the implementation

of diverse activities to be an example for private

companies: �It was considered an open-air lab,

a pilot area to develop activities in the scope of

the project which could be an example for pri-

vate companies� (3). The saltpan has been used

for tourist's visitation and science dissemination

activities. Still, every year, a training course is pro-

vided for students who want to become touristic

guides in the saltpan. Besides, the Municipality

council of Aveiro developed a training course for

touristic guides in Troncalhada saltpan. In ad-

dition, other activities were developed such as

workshops, which focused on the gastronomic va-

lue of saltpans, accessible tourism, and clay, mud

and health and wellness activities.

Additionally, the researcher argued that during

Sal do Atlântico and Ecosal Atlantis interactions

between academia and salt workers and interac-

tions among salt workers were di�cult to ma-

nage. However, nowadays, the tourism initiatives

in saltpans are developed by new entrepreneurs

in tourism with whom is easier to dialogue and

show them how academia can be useful in their

businesses: �It's easier to dialogue and interact

with newest usinesses owners as well as to un-

derstand how academia could be useful to them�

(3). Indeed, the rehabilitation of saltpans and

the development of tourism activities in saltpans
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started following both projects and according to

the researcher interviewee those events might be

connected: �I think those projects increased the in-

terest of private agents to invest in saltpans which

were in decay. In the last years, the interest increa-

ses among entrepreneurs, besides salt workers� (3).

Nevertheless, according to the science and techno-

logy manager interviewee, there is no monitoring

of the results of those research projects in terms of

knowledge transference. Furthermore, the inter-

viewee referred that the University of Aveiro had

been involved in a research project that proposed

new and friendly solutions for the saltpan walls.

This is a prominent issue for saltpans development

considering saltpans wall's vulnerability to water

erosion and it was also mentioned by one com-

pany's interviewee.

Currently, the collaboration established

between these companies and the academia is

based on tourism students' internships, from uni-

versities, such as those located in Aveiro or Coim-

bra, and the use of saltpans area for �eldwork

from students in the biology �eld. It was highligh-

ted during an interview that the origin of interns

was more important than their university: �We

have students outside of University of Aveiro be-

cause the students are from Aveiro� (2). Also,

the owner of one company regularly participates in

courses on marketing or tourism �elds developed

by UNAVE, an association for professional training

and research at the University of Aveiro. Another

one argued that the timing of those courses is a

constrain, explaining that they occur simultane-

ously with the beginning of tourism high season in

Aveiro: �Courses are interesting, but they are held

in April, May or June, months where our workload

increases� (2). In contrast, the fourth interviewee

stated that these courses are held all the year and

depend on the demand.

Both companies would like to strengthen the

link with the University of Aveiro, which they con-

sider to be already good and to improve their

business operations. They suggested starting by

increase the number of internships and improve

the connection between UNAVE and local compa-

nies: �The interaction is important, and it is going

well, but other organisations should also be part.

Nevertheless, UNAVE is the most important� (1)

and �We can have a closer relationship and our

companies can take the �rst step to attract more

students' internships� (2).

As the researcher interviewee mentioned, those

new companies are more willing to strengthen the

interactions between academia and industry than

former salt workers. However, a suggestion of a

stronger link between them limited to the growth

of the number of student's internships may re�ect

an unawareness of academic knowledge potential

by non-academic organisations in the tourism in-

dustry, which has been already discussed in the

literature (Elnasr Sobaih & Jones, 2015; Tho-

mas, 2012; Thomas & Ormerod, 2017). Additio-

nally, one interviewee from the University of Aveiro

stressed the university's willingness to collaborate

in order to provide academic knowledge to the

community: �The university is interested in new

collaborations with private entities and to provide

know-how regarding project application� (4).

5. Conclusion

This study explored the tourism innovation pro-

cess on the complex of saltpans in Aveiro, as well

as how companies collaborate between them and

with other stakeholders, particularly with the Uni-

versity of Aveiro.

Currently, tourism in saltpans relies on guided

tours, nature-based activities, health and wellbeing

experiences, and selling salt and salt-based pro-

ducts. Those products and services were identi-

�ed on the literature, in other salt production si-

tes, and, also, on the potential uses for saltpans in

Aveiro promoted in the scope of research projects

developed at the University of Aveiro (Albuquerque
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et al., 2015; Faganel & Trnav£evi£, 2012; Hueso

& Petanidou, 2011; Kortekaas, 2004; Rodrigues et

al., 2011). In fact, the distinctive approach deve-

loped in saltpans of Aveiro relies on the connection

between aquaculture and tourism activities, the ac-

commodation in houseboats and particularly the

transformation of a saltpan in a bathing area.

The present case study validates the idea of an

intraregional collaboration in the tourism industry

as well as the di�culties for SMEs to transfer kno-

wledge and cooperate between them (Brandão &

Costa, 2012; Brandão et al., 2020; Carson et al.,

2014; Cooper, 2006; Czernek, 2017; Ko�er et al.,

2018; Pikkemaat et al., 2018; Werner et al., 2015).

The attitude that both companies have towards

a formal network such as Associação Laguna de

Aveiro supports that idea.

Indeed, the tourism activities in saltpans emer-

ged in recent years following two research projects

involving the University of Aveiro, namely Sal do

Atlântico and Ecosal Atlantis. The e�ort of aca-

demia might have contributed to raising aware-

ness on saltpan's potential for the development

of touristic activities, however, their collaboration

with new companies is based on training courses,

students' internships, or �eldwork. Nevertheless,

those new companies might have bene�ted from

innovation spillovers due to its spatial proximity of

University of Aveiro (Weidenfeld et al., 2010), as

well as by the high degree of imitation that dri-

ves processes of innovation and knowledge trans-

ference in tourism (Ko�er et al., 2018; Werner et

al., 2015). In fact, Brandão et al. (2020) argued

that in terms of knowledge creation the regional

network of Aveiro is strongly in�uenced by acade-

mia, which supports the local innovation system

and leads to tourism innovation.

Generally, the knowledge transference chan-

nels used between the University of Aveiro and

the studied companies are student´s internships

and training courses rather than published papers

and reports, conferences or consultancy and con-

tract research (Cohen et al., 2002; D'Este & Patel,

2007). It seems that research papers and conferen-

ces are not e�ective knowledge transference chan-

nels, although they are very often used to evaluate

the work of researchers or universities. Overall,

this case study meets the conclusions of Lopes et

al. (2021) on the ine�ectiveness of the knowledge

transference between SMEs in the tourism sector

and the HEIs in Portugal.

According to the literature, the knowledge

transference from academia to the industry can

be improved by adopting other knowledge trans-

ference channels, using social media to increase

research impact or matching research agendas to

industry's needs (Thomas & Ormerod, 2017; Wal-

ters & Ruhanen, 2019). Furthermore, Duxbury

et al. (2020) present some ideas to foster kno-

wledge exchange between academia and the indus-

try based on the experience from a research pro-

ject on creative tourism, namely (1) the develop-

ment of spaces for ongoing knowledge exchange,

(2) enabling practitioners to take on the role of

co-researcher, and (3) fostering researchers' close

attention to the application side of the project. In

addition, it is fundamental an e�ective commu-

nication between academia and industry, capable

of translate research �ndings into a palatable lan-

guage (Hardy et al., 2018; Lopes et al., 2021).

Although this is an exploratory study, the main

limitation may be the small number of participants,

since only two out of four companies in our study

area have accepted to participate.

Future research involving other current or for-

mer salt production sites would give a deeper pers-

pective on these speci�c community's behaviour

regarding tourism innovation and provide a com-

parison between them. Also, considering a wider

range of tourism companies by including other tou-

ristic agents in Aveiro would be useful to get a bet-

ter understanding of the University of Aveiro role in

local tourism innovation. Similarly, a deeper study

on academics and the knowledge transference �ow

from industry to university should be helpful to un-

derstand the interactions between academia and
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industry. Additionally, further research may ex-

plore how to increase the usage and impact of

other knowledge transference channels on speci�c

types of tourism innovation, for instance how to

promote research papers or conferences as useful

knowledge transference channels.
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Annexe 1 � Guide from the interviews with private companies

� Companies' characterisation: name, brand, occupied saltpans, date of starting the activity, date of

starting tourism activities, number of employees, number of employees with an academic degree

and the �eld of study.

�� Companies' innovation: Products or Service, Process, Management, Managerial, or Institutional.

� Collaboration with other stakeholders: Government (local, regional, or national), Academia (the

University of Aveiro and other HEIs), Private companies from the tourism industry or other indus-

tries, and Non-governmental organizations.

� Knowledge transference from Academia to Industry: main channels and positive or negatives

aspects of the process.

Annexe 2 � Guide from the interviews with academic sta�

� Knowledge transference from Academia to Industry: main channels, positive or negatives aspects

of the process,

�� Innovation in saltpans from previous research projects, and other research projects related to

tourism in saltpans or Aveiro lagoon.

� Knowledge transference from Industry to Academia: main channels, contributions for research

projects, and positive or negatives aspects of the process.

� The relationship between the University of Aveiro and the tourism industry in Aveiro.


